DO FLOWERS EXIST AT NIGHT
4/4 1…2…1234 -Bolin/Mulaney/Sawyer

Intro:    

Do flowers exist at night? Do flowers exist at night?

I can't picture them, petal nor stem, underneath the bright moon-light

I keep meaning to check, but I always forget to ask if flowers exist at night

Do flowers exist at night? (Do flowers exist at night?)

Do flowers exist at night? (Do flowers exist at night?)

Do flowers exist at night? Do flowers exist at night?
p.2. Do Flowers Exist At Night

At night in the park, do they bloom in the dark, or do they hide until sun-rise?

It shouldn't be hard, one night to creep in the yard

And catch those night flowers by surprise

Do flowers exist at night?
(Do flowers exist at night?)

Do flowers exist at night?
(Do flowers exist at night?)

Do flowers exist at night?
(Do flowers exist at night?)

Do flowers exist at—flowers exist at—flowers exist at night?
DO FLOWERS EXIST AT NIGHT
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Intro: | D | G | (X2)

D                      G               D                       G
Do flowers exist at night? Do flowers exist at night?

Bm     E7sus  E7     Em7     A7     D
Do flowers exist at night?   Do flowers exist at night?

Bm     E7     G     A     D
I can't picture them, petal nor stem, underneath the bright moon-light

BbMA7     F     Em7     A     D     A7
I keep meaning to check, but I always forget to ask if flowers ex-ist at night

D                      G               D                       G
(Do flowers exist at night?)

D                      G               D                       G
(Do flowers exist at night?)

Bm     E7sus  E7     Em7     A7     D
Do flowers exist at night?   Do flowers exist at night?

Bm     E7     G     A     D
At night in the park, do they bloom in the dark, or do they hide until sun-rise?

BbMA7     F
It shouldn't be hard, one night to creep in the yard

Em7     A     D     A7
And catch those night flowers by sur-prise

D                      G               D                       G
(Do flowers exist at night?)

D                      G               D                       G
(Do flowers exist at night?)

BbMA7     Bb6     BbMA7     Bb6     BbMA7     Bb6     D
Do flowers exist at—flowers exist at—flowers exist at night?